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SensoGlove is the first and only golf glove with built-in 
sensors that constantly reads the pressure of your grip. 
Practicing with SensoGlove will teach you the correct grip 
pressure for a smooth, consistent swing that delivers
greater distance, enhanced precision and lower scores.

Use SensoGlove
anytime and anywhere!

Use SensoGlove for practice 
in the backyard or on the 
driving range. 

The computer easily snaps off so 
you can use SensoGlove just like 
any other quality leather glove

Save your favorite grip pressure 
setting in the built in computer 
and train with that setting as 
you practice or play

Revolutionize Your Swing 
with Golf’s Most Advanced Glove
Revolutionize

Instant feedback shows grip pressure at every finger,
allowing you to increase or decrease your grip for a 
more consistent swing

Small sensors monitor your grip pressure 
continuously, without changing your feel for the club

Highest quality cabretta leather golf glove with fine 
grain and exceptional durability

Adjustable pressure settings allow you to select the grip 
that is right for you and store that setting in memory
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Introducing SensoGlove, a high-quality cabretta leather golf glove with a unique 
difference: it’s the first and only golf glove with a built-in computer that constantly 
reads your grip pressure. Using small, highly responsive sensors, the SensoGlove 
provides audio and visual feedback about your exact grip pressure on the club.

Every golfer wants to hit the ball far and the natural instinct is to swing harder and 
faster. But trying to swing with more power causes a death grip, creating tension 
in the hands, wrists, arms and shoulders. The result is a less than smooth swing 
and, even worse, tightened muscles. Tight muscles result in slower – not faster – 
club head speed. 

You can use SensoGlove anywhere… backyard practice, on the driving range or 
during a practice round. With SensoGlove, you get an immediate readout of your 
exact grip pressure, on a scale of 1 to 12. Grip too tight, and a gentle audio cue 
warns you.

SensoGlove isn’t just for your driver either. Lighter grip pressure improves 
precision, too. Use it for chipping and putting to dramatically improve your short 
game!

How It Works

SensoGlove: Improve Distance

A lighter grip delivers greater distance

Distance

Tight grip pressure SensoGlove

It is a well known fact among golf instructors that a relaxed grip is key to a powerful, consistent 
and natural golf swing. Yet it is hard to transfer this principle into the golf swing. Even though a 
golfer might think to hold the club lightly, during an actual swing their relaxed grip is gone, they 
tense up and then swing poorly.

The SensoGlove provides a solution to this universal problem by providing real-time feedback of 
the correct grip pressure at every point of the swing, from address through take-away, backswing, 
downswing, impact and follow-through. This teaches how lightly a golfer can hold the club 
without giving up control or power.

Train with the SensoGlove to learn:

      “Grip the club as if you 
  were holding a baby bird. ”
                           Sam Snead

      “Tension destroys motion ”
                           Bob Toski

Better rhythm, tempo and timing

Natural turning and cocking of the shoulders, arms and wrists

Natural opening, closing and release of the clubhead

Increased clubhead awareness

Higher acceleration of the arms for maximum power production


